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Abstract

Artificial intelligence (AI) will become a ubiquitous part of society in the future. Scientists across the world are trying to develop strong AI which will be autonomous and will have the capacity to think. As the human interaction increases with these machines it will consequently give rise to legal issues. Such as who will be held accountable for any criminal liability arising from the actions of AI. Therefore, our legal system needs to be prepared for these upcoming challenges. Attribution of legal personality to artificial intelligence can be an effective measure to check all potential challenges by the introduction of AI in our society. This paper discussed methodologies for attribution of legal personhood to AI. That, how by merely vesting legal personhood in AI our current legal system will be capable enough to resolve any issue arising due to technological development in the field of AI. This will also ensure that our interactions with AI are harmonious and occur as intended.

Introduction

Legal personality states, which entity would “count” under the law, and consists of entities such as corporations, religious idols, international organizations, etc. But how can we consider an entity as a legal personality? Unfortunately, the present day contemporary legal system doesn’t convincingly clarify this question. The contemporary jurisprudence is not well equipped to deal logically and consistently with this question. Therefore, there is an immediate requirement for prompt re-analysis of the concept of legal personality.

The impetus behind this requirement is the emergence of artificial intelligence (AI) technology. Mere evolution of the revolutionary technology does not mandate a change in the principles of law, but when there will be an increase in the interaction of this technology with humans or when this technology becomes a salient part of the human world, it will raise new legal questions. In laboratories across the globe scientists and researchers are
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trying vigorously to furnish various artificially intelligent beings, these beings will have a notable impact on human society and, most probably and importantly on our legal systems.\(^1\) The current traditional legal system draws analogies in similar factual scenarios to cope with legal questions arising from emerging technologies,\(^2\) but artificial intelligence poses noteworthy challenges to these traditional legal systems.

This paper lays down methods to tackle these challenges. It puts forward a unitary theory to facilitate understanding of existing legal personalities, thus laying down a cogent argument which logically points towards the extension of legal personality to artificially intelligent beings. This will make the existing legal system strengthened against challenges arising from the development of artificial intelligence. Though it’s still too early to attribute legal personality to artificially intelligent beings, however, it is an appropriate time to prepare the legal system for upcoming challenges.

Artificial intelligence

On 4 July 1981, the first robot homicide was reported. An engineer, Kenji Udara was performing some maintenance work on a robot at Kawasaki Heavy Industries plant. Kenji didn’t completely turn off the robot. As he entered a restricted area of manufacturing line the robot detected him as an obstacle in the manufacturing line and threw him on an adjacent machine using its powerful hydraulic arm, Kenji died instantaneously.\(^3\) This incident was reported on another side of the world, despite being a mere accident. The incident gives us a glimpse of uncertainty in human interactions with artificial intelligence. As was seen in Frankenstein and 2001: A space odyssey,\(^4\) and in several other writing works.

Now the question arises what does artificial intelligence exactly means. For this purpose, the term ‘intelligence’ can be divided into two categories.\(^5\) First is most common among philosophers who define intelligence as encompassing the level of human
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capabilities and intelligence. This type is known as “strong artificial intelligence”.\(^6\) There the processing of computer is identical to actual human thinking. The other type of intelligence is known as “weak artificial intelligence”, where the computer imitates intelligence based on external manifestation by the pre-programmed database. The outcomes of any input given to weak AI is certain and predetermined, unlike strong AI.

“Turing Test” is a successful technique for testing intelligence of any machine and to determine as to in which category the particular artificially intelligent being falls. The test involves questioning a human and the machine by a human who is not aware of which answer is from human or computer. If the computer is able to fool the human that it is human, it would be considered artificially intelligent. However, “strong artificial intelligence” is still a philosophical personality and it’s not possible to predict whether developers will be successful in developing a machine with such intelligence. Weak artificial intelligence exists but in a very limited manner.\(^7\) At present, the outputs of an artificially intelligent being are based on a predetermined algorithm and generate limited predictable outputs\(^8\) and will remain predictable till humans can control the inputs. In such scenario, artificial intelligence doesn’t attract law more than a calculator.

**Will Bots replace humans?**

Scientists have been successful in developing computers which can beat the greatest of chess Grand Masters. Can we consider this intelligence equivalent to humans? Gary Kasparov was beaten by Deep Blue\(^9\) that leaves us with no doubt that it plays chess as good as Grand Masters. However, it worked on programmed algorithms by its developers who don’t stand a chance against Gary Kasparov. Then can we draw inference that Deep Blue can think like a human. Another thing which requires our attention is that human interaction with such machines has become substantial and will increase in the coming future as the programming techniques and technology evolves. Today we have robot vacuum cleaners, intelligent self-driving cars, rovers in
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space and what not. The philosophers who theorize artificial intelligence and the anthropologists studying the interactions of humans and machines have come up with several predictions which can concern the legislators. Alan Turing predicted that 30% of the computers will pass the Turing Test by 2000.\textsuperscript{10} Herb Simon predicted that computers will replace humans in any task by 1985.\textsuperscript{11} None of the prophecies eventuated. However, there is general consensus drawn by the researchers that artificial intelligence technology will continue to develop computers and bots which will be capable of replacing humans in many tasks.

**Legal personality and philosophical personality**

Many thinkers argue that the primary purpose of the law is to further the welfare and interest of the humans. We are the sole beneficiaries of law, but it would be wrong to say that we are the only ones who must be its only subjects.\textsuperscript{12} There is no need to look any further than the unchallenged recognition of legal entities apart from humans to prove this proposition. Philosophers, scientists, theorists, etc. have made several efforts to provide a generally accepted theory for nature of philosophical personality but none of their efforts were successful.\textsuperscript{13} Philosophical personality is primarily applied to humans. However, it also incorporates inanimate objects such as corporations or considering pet animals as personified family members.

**Methodology**

The human tendency to personify non-human entities is predominant cause for such confusion. Both the concepts share problematic relations and in the same subject exist contemporaneously. The definition of legal personality derives its concepts from the philosophical concept. Therefore we must adopt a methodology that creates the least confusion.\textsuperscript{14}

Entity-Centric Methodology focuses on the metaphysical nature of the entity. The methodology aims to resolve what attributes an entity should pose to be a legal entity. Moore advocates that for an
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entity to pose attribute of legal personality it must be autonomous and rational, having an identity between moral and legal personality.\textsuperscript{15}

It is the most popular approach towards legal personality. The advantages of this approach are that enables us to directly engage with the commentators and judges who engage it.\textsuperscript{16} It is arguably the most easily understandable methodology and fits with our understanding about human and artificial intelligence co-existence.

\textbf{Artificial intelligence must be vested with legal personhood}

Artificial intelligence entities must be treated as legal personalities so as to make them accountable under the law just like corporations. If we derive the analogy from the logic behind according legal personality to corporations, which was to limit the corporate liability on an individual’s shoulder which would in turn motivate people to engage in commercial activities by means of corporations. In the same vein, the concept of legal personhood should be extended to artificial intelligence entities as is accorded to corporate bodies. This will enable the existing legal system to have enough potential to tackle upcoming challenges by artificial intelligence. Moreover, there will be no requirement to make substantial changes in our legal system to effectively solve artificial intelligence related problems. One such concern which pertinently worries developers of artificial intelligence is the liability arising from its actions. Once artificial intelligence develops to a level where it begins to actually think, it will be engaged in several tasks. Criminal and Civil Liability may tend to arise from these actions, what if a computer enters into a contract which is not accomplished or what if a computer hurts another person. Now the question arises who will be held liable for these actions of the computer, will its owner or the developers be solely attributed to these liabilities though they never intended such an act. What if an autopilot of fighter aircraft detects its pilot as an obstruction in its mission and ejects the pilot when he aborts the mission due to bad weather which kills the pilot. The developer of autopilot may be held accountable though he had no intention to kill the pilot in the current legal system. However, if the artificial intelligence is considered a legal entity it can be held liable for its own actions. In this case, the autopilot can be held accountable which will save the developers from liability. Then the algorithms of the AI can be corrected by reprogramming. This will save the
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innocent developers of the AI as well as its owners from liability arising from an act which they never intended and will promote the development of the AI field as it will save discouragement of AI developers and its users and will also promote more innovations into the artificial intelligence field.

Moreover, after developing weak AI scientist are also trying to develop strong AI which will be sentient, they will be unique like humans, therefore they must have their own identity. These machines will have emotional intelligence which will diminish the line demarcating among humans and the machines.\(^{17}\) They will in their capacity to perform any work and also in their pattern to perform a task. They may even demand basic right to facilitate their well-being. Granting legal personhood to artificial intelligence will not only ensure that our current legal system gets prepared for the technological change but it will also ensure that our interactions with these artificially intelligent beings are harmonious and benefits the human beings.

However, this could provide offenders a shield from the legal system in form of artificial intelligence and can take the legal personality of AI as a statutory privilege to commit an offence.

In such a scenario we can again derive analogy from the legal personhood of corporations. Like in corporations if a person is found to take unfair advantage of the legal personality of the corporation, then the courts pierce through the corporate shield and hold such person accountable. This process of lifting of corporate veil can be adopted in case if any person uses artificial intelligence as a means to satisfy his own selfish motives or to save himself from any criminal liability.\(^{18}\)

Over years many precedents have been established, a pertinent example is the case of “computer raped by telephone” which was widely covered by the media. In this case, a computer programmer broke into a computer to steal private data by using a telephone link. During the investigation it a search warrant was issued to the computer for examination of its data and components. This was the first case where the world witnessed that a machine was being treated like a legal person.\(^{19}\)A leading example into this field is legislation on the auto-pilot. In Klein v. U.S.,\(^{20}\) the pilot put the
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plane on autopilot at the time of landing while the regulations strictly prohibit the use of auto-pilot for landing. The auto-pilot erroneously did a bad landing causing severe damage to the plane. In this case, though there was an error on the part of auto-pilot but pilot was behind such an error and therefore he was held liable for the damages caused to the plane. In United States legislations have been passed by four states to treat self-driving cars as traditional drivers.\textsuperscript{21} Nevada was the first state to pass such legislation.\textsuperscript{22} The law would consider these self-driving cars as traditional human drivers and hold them accountable for any accident caused or any other liability arising from their acts.

\textbf{Conclusion}

Having set out the Entity-Centric Methodology which explains attribution of legal personhood by law to any entity. The theory clearly lays down that any entity which is rational and autonomous can be attributed legal personality and there is no legal barrier in doing so. Strong AI will introduce a new dimension to our society. The technological world is changing rapidly which warrants the adaptive reforms in the current legal system. So, that our legal system is capable of finding solutions to the legal issues raised by technological developments in our society. There is sufficient legal consideration arguing in favor of attribution of legal personality to artificial intelligence, which in no case would be conceptually different from legal personhood of corporations, trade unions, etc. When the strong AI develops as a sentient being then it would be our moral obligation to provide rights to them. The strongest argument favoring extension of legal personhood to artificial intelligence is that this will prepare our legal system for this technological change without making a substantial change to it. This would also ensure that the technological development is not divorced from our society. As strong AI would be autonomous and may tend to attract liabilities under provisions of law due to its actions. If it is not held accountable for its own actions, the liability shifts to its developers or owners. In such case, they may refrain from developing such technology which could bring revolution to our society. If AI is held accountable for its own


actions no innocent would have to face consequences of an act which was not intended by him and will also protect AI from being abused by people for their selfish or illegal motives. Initially, people were afraid of corporations and refrained from participating in the corporate world due to the huge risk of liabilities. But as the safeguards were being provided by corporate laws, more people started engaging themselves in the commercial activities. Thus, the goal of social control and development was achieved. Similarly, AI can be the solution to several problems currently being faced by the human society but it can solve those problems only if we make a suitable environment for its development. Artificial intelligence is already an important and influential part of our world and its importance will rise unprecedentedly. The legal system has already started facing challenges due to AI which is yet at a developing stage, therefore, there is a strong need that we start preparing for the upcoming technological development.